WTC Milan is proud to announce the new partnership
with UNA Hotels & Resorts.
Founded in 2000, in few years the Italian 4-star hotel Group UNA Hotels
& Resorts opened structures in all the main Italian cities: Milan and Milan
Malpensa Airport, Bologna, Florence, Naples, Catania, Rome, Venice.
Thanks to an intensive development plan UNA now boasts an extensive
presence throughout the country, with 31 hotels and more than 3000
rooms.
Thanks to the important agreement recently signed with the WTC Milan,
our Italian associates and the WTCA - World Trade Centers Association
members will benefit from special rates for hotel rooms and restaurants
in Italy from 10% discount on price list, according to the period, number of
people, etc.
Moreover all our members, colleagues and their families can take
advantage of original packaging to discover the Italian art, culture and food
& wine traditions, or just take a breath in a wellness or seaside resort.
In occasion of main exhibitions in Milan, such as Boccioni, the Symbolism
and Mirò, UNA Hotels & Resorts features special offers valid in different
hotels downtown including the exhibition tickets.
The philosophy of UNA Hotels & Resorts is offering an exclusive
experience, whether it is a stay on a business or leisure trip, thanks to
extensive use of cutting edge technology, attention to design, care with
detail and an emphasis on the local element.
UNA has always paid special attention to new trends in design and
architecture in Italy, and makes a point of choosing among the most
important architects in Italy, like Fabio Novembre (UNA Hotel Vittoria), Aldo
Cibic (UNA Hotel Tocq), Renzo Costa (UNA Hotel Malpensa, UNA Hotel
Roma) and Luca Scacchetti (UNA Hotel Napoli).
For more information on promotions and packaging visit: www.unahotels.it
To access special offers reserved to WTC Milan members, please contact
us at: info@wtcitaly.com

